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Managed Archiving Service Definition
Service Overview
Soaring Microsoft Exchange server data volumes and mailbox archive files (pst files) on
Windows file and print servers in many organisations today are creating unsustainable levels of
cost and corporate risk.
This ever-growing volume of data - where typically 70% of data becomes inactive within 30
days of creation - is typically stored on expensive server attached disk systems. The impact of
this never-ending capacity growth includes:
o

Additional capital expenditure for storage and server upgrades

o

Increased operational costs for the associated space, power and cooling requirements

o

Increased support staff costs in managing the growth in systems and storage

o

Increased backup hardware, software and media costs

o

Longer backup windows impacting application availability

o

Extended disaster recovery times

Traditionally the impact of these has been minimised by implementing operational processes to
constrain data growth through techniques such as applying storage quotas for end-users,
Exchange mailbox quotas, asking end-users to locally delete or archive aged email and mailbox
archive files (pst files) on Windows file and print servers and using administrators to manage
data growth - typically by backing it up and then deleting it.
These methods are typically unpopular with end-users, are labour intensive and involve
unacceptable business risks that could conflict with the businesses data retention policies.
Intermixed with these operational challenges are growing legislative and business compliance
requirements that demand businesses pay due diligence to data protection and availability.
This combination of cost, operational and legislative pressures are driving businesses to look at
new data storage technologies and management solutions. To address these growing issues the
InTechnology Managed Archiving Service provides data archiving for Microsoft Exchange email
and mailbox archive files (pst files) on Windows file and print server data, based on the
industry-leading Symantec Enterprise Vault software.
The Managed Archiving Service provides a variety of operational, commercial and business
compliance benefits for Exchange email and file system environments.
The Exchange email archiving function enables businesses to effectively manage the utilisation
of their Exchange servers. This is achieved by applying policies that define a retention time for
email messages and attachments stored in the Exchange server. When email messages and
attachments reach this retention age they are automatically moved from the Exchange
Server(s) into the Managed Archiving Service. This movement will be transparent to end-users
who can retrieve archived email messages using their Outlook email client in the normal
manner.
The pst file archiving function enables businesses to manage the lifecycle of data on their
Windows file servers by moving inactive archive mailbox data from primary file server storage to
the Managed Archiving Service. This will result in reduced file server data volumes with
associated cost and operational benefits. In a similar manner to email archiving this is based on
applying file type and age policies for Exchange data stored on file servers. End-users can still

retrieve archived file data directly from the Managed Archiving Service without the need to
involve network administrators.
Microsoft Exchange Archiving Features

Benefits

Provides unlimited Exchange mailbox capacity
All emails and attachments are stored and
for end-users without the need for users to use managed under the control of the Exchange
local archives (PST files).
server environment thus eliminating the risks
associated with end-user email archiving or
deletion.
Automatic migration of inactive Exchange
emails and attachments from the Exchange
servers into the Managed Archiving Service
based on administrator defined policies.

Reduces and maintains Exchange server
storage sizes and associated management
costs.

Consolidation of legacy archived email
messages from end-user PST files into the
centrally managed Managed Archiving Service.

Reduces file system storage, backup &
administrative costs resulting from end-users
storing PST files on local computers or
corporate file servers.

Reduction in the size of Exchange servers as a
result of only storing active email messages.

Ease of Exchange management and improved
speed of backup and recovery.

Single end-user view of emails and
attachments in both Exchange servers and the
Managed Archiving Service - providing easy to
use search, viewing and retrieval functions.

Increased end-user productivity through the
fast searching and retrieval of emails and
attachments irrespective of their storage
location.

All sent and received email messages and
attachments can be recorded and archived.

Provides an email journaling solution to assist
in legislative compliance.

Windows File System Archiving Features

Benefits

Automated archiving of file server data based
on administrator defined archiving policies.

Reduced file server storage and management
costs through effective archiving of inactive
data to lower cost archive storage.

Definition of multiple policy criteria such as file
type, age and size.

Policies can be defined that meet the differing
business and application requirements within a
customer.

Improved file server scalability and
performance through automated management
of file server storage utilisation.

Reduced file server backup windows, costs and
operational workload through maintaining only
active file system data on primary file server
storage.

Seamless end-user access to archived data
through use of either shortcut URL's or
Windows 'placeholders' left in place of the
original archived file server data.

Increased end-user productivity through the
ability to retrieve archived file data without
intervention from administrators.

Managed Archiving Service Definition
The InTechnology Managed Archiving Service consists of one or more archive servers licensed
for the selected service features. The Symantec Enterprise Vault software is installed on
InTechnology provided server(s) connected to InTechnology provided in the InTechnology data
centre (Offsite Installation) where it performs the archiving functions for the configured
Customer Exchange and Windows file servers based upon the defined policies.
For Customer with multiple physical locations where network connectivity prohibits a centralised
solution, multiple archive servers can be deployed.
The policy that determines what Exchange data and mailbox archive files (pst files) on Windows
file and print servers to archive and when to perform the archive operations is defined in one or
more sets of archive policies stored on the archive server(s). Policies are defined and updated
through an administrative console which is accessible by authorised Customer personnel.
Exchange emails, email attachments and mailbox archives archived from Customer servers are
replaced by Exchange shortcuts. For Exchange the shortcuts to archived emails and attachments
are viewed in the Outlook mail client in a similar manner to other Exchange content. This
mechanism enable the Customer end-users to transparently view and retrieve their archived
data without need for administrator support.
The archive server(s) provide a web browser interface that can alternatively be used by endusers or administrators to browse, search and retrieve archived data. The archive server(s)
connect to the Customer LAN and are configured into the Customer Active Directory. All enduser functionality such as search and retrieval of archived emails, attachments and files are
controlled by their existing security credentials within the Customers Active Directory.
Managed Archiving Service License Options
The Managed Archiving Service is available with a number of license options to address various
Customer requirements.
Managed Archiving Service
License Options

Service Functions

Mailbox Optimisation –
Standard

•

Exchange Server and Mailbox Archiving: Archiving of
aged emails and attachments from Exchange user
mailboxes.

Mailbox Optimisation –
Advanced

•
•

Exchange Server and Mailbox Archiving
PST Migrator: Import of local mail archive files (PST’s)
into a central archive and removal of PST files.
Offline Vault: Offline copy of archive content for mobile
users disconnected from the network
Public Folder Archiving: Archiving of aged emails and
attachments from Exchange public folders.
Windows Desktop Search Integration (via Offline
Vault): Explorer interface for users to browse their archive
content

•
•
•

Journaling

•

Journaling: Journaling of all inbound and outbound
emails and attachments to address compliance
requirements

Journaling and E-Discovery

•

Journaling: Journaling of all inbound and outbound
emails and attachments to address compliance
requirements and advanced search functionality

Windows File System
Archiving

•

File System Archiving Base: Archiving of Windows file
system data based on policies such as location, type and
age of data.

Compatibility Lists
The following products that have been certified for use with the Managed Archiving Service:
Exchange Server
•
Exchange Server 2000 OR, SP1, SP2, SP3
•
Exchange Server 2003 OR, SP1, SP2
•
Exchange Server 2007
Microsoft Outlook
•
Outlook 2003 v11.5608.5606, SP1, SP2
•
Outlook 2007
Support for Placeholder service on Windows
•
Windows 2000 Server SP4
•
Windows 2000 Advanced Server SP4
•
Windows Server 2003
•
Windows Storage Server 2003 SP1
Note: File system archiving is not supported on 64-bit operating systems.
Managed Archiving Service Storage
o

Dedicated network attached storage volume in an InTechnology data centre accessed
via a secure VPN connection attached to the InTechnology provided archive server

o

Replicated copy of storage volume in a second geographically diverse InTechnology
data centre to provide for disaster recovery in the event of a data centre outage

Archive Server
The archive server is the archiving engine that is connected to the Customer's network, hosted
in the InTechnology data centre and performs the archiving function for the configured target
Customer Exchange and Windows file servers. It is a self-contained Windows 2003 server
configured with SQL server, IIS and the Symantec Enterprise Vault software.
For remote Customer locations connected via low bandwidth network connections remote
archive servers can be deployed to perform these functions locally to the associated target
Customer servers in those locations. The volume of data to be managed, geographic Customer
locations and wide area network capacity will determine the number of archive servers required.
A dedicated domain user account will be required for the archiving functionality to be activated
(this is not a domain admin account).
Installation
InTechnology will provide and manage the archive server. The support level in the case of a
hardware failure is the next working day with a 4pm cut off point. It is the InTechnology’s
responsibility to manage the server, incl. patch management, on a day-to-day basis.
InTechnology is responsible for implementing Enterprise Vault patches and updates.
Customer Network Connectivity
The archive server is configured with one or more 100/1000Mb Ethernet adapters. One Ethernet
adapter must be connected to the Customer network for access to the target servers to be
archived. This Ethernet adapter can be configured with either a dynamic (DHCP) or static IP
address depending upon the Customer preferences.
The archive server requires appropriate administrative credentials for the Customer network and
the target servers to be archived. This will involve defining the archive server as a member
server within the Customer Active Directory structure. Secondly, the archive service Windows
services running on the archive server must be configured to run with a service account with

suitable administrative credentials to perform the archive functions on the target servers. It is
recommended that the Customer defines a specific account with appropriate credentials in their
Active Directory and this account is only used for the archive server functions.
The average experienced throughput per individual backend archive server is 5GB / hour for
Windows file system archiving and 2GB/h for Exchange server archiving. This performance can
only be achieved if sufficient bandwidth between the customer’s target servers and the archive
server in the InTechnology data centre is available. The throughput can be increased by
providing additional backend archive servers. These can be made available for an additional
monthly surcharge.
Target Exchange Server Configuration
The target Customer Exchange servers require configuration for to enable email archiving and
journaling. This includes setting appropriate permissions for the Archive server to connect to the
Exchange server and publishing a form to Exchange public folders that enables end-users to
retrieve archived emails and attachments via shortcuts in their Outlook email client.
No additional software is installed on the target Customer Exchange servers, unless the
Customer requires end user access to mail via Outlook Web Access.
There are two possible configurations of the Exchange server:
1.

Backend server only configuration: Specific client software is installed on the
backend server.

2.

Backend / front end server configuration: Specific client software is installed on the
backend and front end server.

Archive Policies
Archive policies are defined via the Microsoft Management Console (MMC) and held within the
SQL database on the archive server. Separate sets of policies can be defined for Exchange
servers, and a default set of policies are defined as part of the service installation.
Exchange Archive Policies
Archive policies for Exchange servers enable emails and attachments to be archived based upon
the age of the item. The policy defines the age since last accessed and both emails and
attachments will be archived. The policy also defines a retention period for which the archived
items will be retained.
Exchange archive schedules are defined to periodically check the contents of the Exchange
server private, and optionally the public, information stores. During these scan processes any
emails that meet the policy definition are moved to the Exchange archive vault and replaced (if
required) by shortcuts within the end-users mail folders. These shortcuts enable end-users to
easily view and retrieve archive content via their normal Outlook mail client. A policy can be
defined that retains the email in the archive vault even if the end-user deletes the shortcut to
the item. In this scenario the item is retained to the end of the defined retention period in the
archive policy.
PST Mail Archiving
Email content previously archived by end-users to local PST files can be imported into the
archive. This process retrieves the contents of the individual PST files, indexes them, and stores
the items in the archive. The imported PST mail items are secured using the ownership attribute
of the original mail items to ensure security and confidentiality of email content.
PST content is stored within the archive using the same policies defined for the owning endusers mailbox on the Exchange server. Retention periods for PST imported content are effective
from when the email/attachment was originally sent or retrieved - not from when it was
imported from the PST file.

Following the import operation the PST files can be deleted from their server location.
Exchange Journaling Policies
The Compliance Exchange Archiving feature enables journaling of all inbound and outbound
emails. This feature captures a copy of the emails before they reach the recipient's inbox and
stores them in a journal vault location on the archive server. The journaling policies define the
retention period for all items in the journal vault location. Items in the journal vault location will
only be deleted when the retention period defined in the journal archive policy has expired. The
journaling is a feature of Exchange and is enabled via the Exchange administrator.
File Archive Policies
File data can be archived based upon a number of criteria: type of file, age of file, age since
created, age since modified, age since referenced, etc. Identification of file data candidates for
archiving is defined through file name and/or extension filters and location of file server shares.
File server archive policies are defined to periodically check the contents of the defined file
server shares. During these scan processes any files that match the policy definition are moved
to the file archive vault and replaced by placeholders. These placeholders enable end-users to
easily view and retrieve archived files using standard Windows tools such as Explorer.
A policy can be defined that retains the file in the file archive vault even if the end-user deletes
the placeholder for the item. In this scenario the item is retained to the end of the defined
retention period in the archive policy.
If the Customer's backup software modifies the access date of data, then archiving of data
based on access date will not work.
Note: Offline files and folders are not supported.
Managed Archive Storage
All archived content from Exchange and PST archives and Exchange Journal is stored in one ore
more vault store locations defined on the archive server. Multiple vault stores can be defined for
the different types of archive content.
The offsite managed archive storage provides a remote replicated NAS storage option where the
archive vault can be defined on highly resilient NetApp Filers deployed in an InTechnology data
centre. To ensure archive data availability in the event of hardware error, software problems or
Customer site disasters an automated copy of the archive storage and associated archive
application data is performed to a secondary InTechnology data centre. With this option a higher
bandwidth network circuit will be provisioned as a complementary, separately charged, service.

Service Implementation
As part of the base service an InTechnology consultant will come to the Customer premises to
install and configure the Symantec Enterprise Vault and set-up a maximum of two target
Customer servers for the service. This activity will include demonstrating that the default
archive policies can be successfully applied to the two defined target servers and data can be
archived. The duration for this base implementation will be a maximum of two days. Additional
consultancy is available for further bespoke implementation consultancy such as configuring
additional target servers and defining bespoke policies is available on a time and material basis.
Customer Education
As part of the service InTechnology provides a 3-day training course for up to 2 Customer
administrators at an InTechnology training services location. It is mandatory that the Customer
attends this training course prior or at the time of service activation. This will ensure that the
Customer achieves the maximum benefit of the service provided.

Acceptance Criteria
The following acceptance criteria will be demonstrated during the service delivery process and
the Customer’s signed approval will signify that the service as described in this service definition
is ready for use:
o

Create Managed Archiving Serviceorganisation unit (OU) in Customers AD

o

Create Managed Archiving Service account in Managed Archiving ServiceOU

o

Create Managed Archiving ServicePST service account

o

Enable 5 active users for archiving

o

Install and confirm archive client extensions (buttons)

o

Run archive and confirm mail icons change

o

Archived mail can be retrieved via Outlook Client

o

Archived mail can be retrieved via Outlook Explorer

o

Archived mail can be retrieved via Outlook Search Vault

o

Archived mail can be retrieved via Outlook Web Access

o

Archived mail can be retrieved via Outlook Explorer

o

Archived mail can be retrieved via Internet Explorer

o

Run locator, collector and migrator tasks

o

Open user mailbox to check PST present

o

Enable journal mailbox on Exchange

o

Enable journal archive on ILM

o

Check vault usage report for activity

Post Implementation Review
One month after the installation an InTechnology customer implementation engineer will contact
the Customer to arrange a post installation review. The purpose of the review will be to address
any issues the Customer may have and to ensure that the Service is working as per the Service
Definition.
Service Support
In addition to the implementation detailed above, the Managed Archiving Service comes with:
o

One day's consultancy and initial set-up*

o

First-line support (7am-7pm, Mon-Fri)

o

Problem escalation to second and third line support

The Managed Archiving Service includes free helpdesk support during normal business hours
(7am-7pm, Mon-Fri), where InTechnology offer advice, assistance and field first-line support.
These are priority 3 / 4 calls (please see the Generic Support Section for details). This basic

support package for all of the key hardware and software elements is included in the service
charge. Priority 1 and 2 calls will be dealt with 24/7.
* Additional chargeable consultancy maybe required based upon policy configuration.
Software Support
If the Customer requires a software upgrade for improved / additional functionality, then this
can be provided by an InTechnology consultant and will be charged at a premium. If the
Customer requires a software upgrade for improved / additional functionality, then this will be
charged at a premium.

Managed Archiving Service – Service Level
Agreement
This Service Level Agreement (“SLA”) details the agreed target levels of performance for the
offsite installation of the Managed Archiving Service provided by InTechnology to the Customer,
where the Symantec Enterprise Vault software is installed on InTechnology provided and
managed archive server(s) and attached to InTechnology provide & managed as well as
replicated storage. It:
a)

Details the level of services to be provided by InTechnology for the Managed Archiving
Service in terms of availability and response time.

b)

Details the specific responsibilities for both InTechnology and the Customer to ensure
that the Managed Archiving Service is properly commissioned.

c)

Defines the mechanism for reviewing InTechnology's performance in providing the
Managed Archiving Service.

d)

Defines what will happen in the event that a problem occurs.

InTechnology Responsibilities and Obligations
InTechnology will provide an automated mechanism whereby the Customer will be able to
archive data from all designated servers as defined in the service definition. The Managed
Archiving Service downtime will not exceed the stated availability below. Subject to the
conditions outlined in this SLA, InTechnology will undertake that the Managed Archiving Service
delivered to the Customer will function as specified.
Exclusion
InTechnology is not responsible for making appropriate changes to the Customer’s environment
such as rolling out Windows and Exchange server and client service packs.
Customer Responsibilities and Obligations
Although the Managed Archiving Service is a managed service and InTechnology will be
responsible for the availability and support of the service components, the day-to-day operation
of the Managed Archiving Service will, in part, depend on certain key processes and related
equipment which are wholly under the Customer’s control.
It is important to note that the Customer is responsible for:
o

Setting the appropriate archiving policies

o

Rolling out the Managed Archiving Service to its end users

o

Making any appropriate changes to the existing server / desktop environment:
o

The Managed Archiving Service will require the Customer to roll out the latest
Windows service packs for servers and clients prior to rolling the Managed
Archiving Service to end user

o

The Customer is responsible for the provision of and changes to the access
methods such as VPN or Citrix etc to enable the access and retrieval of archive
data for end users

The Customer will also be responsible for the provision, installation, management and support of
any internal network connectivity at the Customer’s site required to deliver this service.

Support Process
The nominated Customer representative will be responsible for promptly reporting any problems
directly to the InTechnology customer support team in accordance with the escalation
procedures outlined in the Customer Service Plan section below.
Reports
The Customer will be responsible for reviewing and acting upon the reports provided by the
Managed Archiving Service and for reviewing the detailed logs generated by the Service.
Managed Archiving Service Availability
Managed Archiving Service Availability

Equivalent downtime per month (24 x 7 x
365)

99.00%

7 hours 26 minutes

The SLA for the archive server and / or archive store availability will be 99.0% availability in any
one month. The Managed Archiving Service availability measures whether the archive server
and / or archive store in the InTechnology data centre is available for backup and restore. The
availability measurement will be the amount of time in any one month that the archive server
and / or archive store is available to archive and retrieve data to and from the Customer's
associated server(s). This means that if the archive server and archive store exceeds a total
cumulative downtime of more than 7 hours and 18 minutes in any one calendar month it will be
considered to be outside of the SLA. Downtime will be measured from when the fault is logged
by the Customer and acknowledged by the InTechnology support desk to when the archive
server and / or archive store becomes available for operational use. Each time the archive
server and / or archive store exceeds the cumulative maximum downtime of 7 hours and 18
minutes in any one calendar month this will be considered to be an 'instance' for Service Credit
purposes as defined in Service Credits section.
Total Service Outage
When a platform or system upgrade is planned that will result in a total system outage affecting
all Customers, InTechnology will endeavour to give 7 days prior notice to allow Customers time
to limit any impact on their own operations.
Exclusions:
o

Downtime due to InTechnology or other network provider’s network outages (Service
Connection between the Customer network and the InTechnology Data centre(s)).

o

Downtime due to problems on the Customer’s network, either within a the Customer’s
site or between sites.

o

Planned downtime for maintenance of equipment where adequate written notice has
been given to the Customer.

o

Problems that have occurred due to actions or failure to perform necessary actions by
the Customer.

Service Credits
The following service credits will apply based on the criteria detailed in the Managed Archiving
Service availability section above. In the event that the archive server and / or archive store
falls outside of the SLA, i.e. the downtime on the archive server and / or archive store exceeds a
cumulative total of 7 hours and 18 minutes (99.0% availability) in any one month, then a
service credit shall apply based upon a percentage of the maximum service credit per instance
(i.e. where a specific archive server and / or archive store falls outside of the SLA in any one

month) as calculated below. The maximum service credit per instance = Total monthly Managed
Archiving Service charges.
Total number of instances of archive server and
/ or archive store falling outside of SLA in any
one month

Percentage of maximum service
credit paid per instance

1
5%
2
10%
3
20%
4
30%
5
40%
6
50%
7
60%
8
70%
9
80%
10
90%
11+
100% (Maximum)
Where any one instance exceeds the SLA and the
100% (Maximum)
archive server and / or archive store is unavailable for
operation (i.e. The Customer is unable to perform a
backup or restore) for longer than 24 hours then the
service credit for that particular client instance will be:
Important: Regardless of the total number of instances the total service credit paid in any one
month will not exceed the total monthly service charges for the month.
Example of calculating a service credit:
Total monthly Managed Archiving Service Charge = £2,000
Two Instances of the Managed Archiving Service operating outside the SLA: Total service credit
for the month = £2,000 x 10%= £200

Managed Archiving Service Charges
Installation Charges
The following table details the full costs associated with the installation of the Managed
Archiving Service. Please note an increase in data volumes, number of Exchange servers or
number of sites may require some or all of the components of the Managed Archiving Service to
be upgraded at some point in the future, thereby incurring additional charges.
Installation

Details

Charges

Design &
implementation
consultancy

InTechnology will provide the archive server with network
attached & geographically diverse storage replication storage
between two InTechnology data centre. As part of the service an
InTechnology consultant will visit to the Customer premises and
install / configure the archive server in the InTechnology data
centre and a configure all source servers. The Service Activation
Charge also includes a 3-day training course for two Customer
representatives

£7,500

Additional
archive server

Additional archive server will improve data throughput from
multiple targets servers / sites

£2,500

Monthly Charges
License Options – Mail Archiving

Charge per user

Mailbox Optimisation – Standard

£0.80

Mailbox Optimisation – Advanced

£1.20

Journaling

£0.50

Journaling and E-Discovery

£1.10

License Options – File System Archiving

Charge per GB

Windows File System Archiving

£0.30
Storage

Charge per GB

InTechnology managed and replicated storage between two InTechnology
data centres
Monthly Charges for contracted license option & storage:
Service Element

Monthly Charges

xx Licenses

£

xx Licenses

£

Xx GB of Exchange Archive Storage

£

Xx GB of File System Archive Storage

£

Total Monthly Charge

£

£2.00

Notes on Charging
o

Once the Managed Archiving Service has been made available for use InTechnology will
charge the Customer for the minimum number of licenses and minimum data storage
volume that have been included in the above charging table. This will be the monthly
charging baseline, i.e. the minimum monthly service charge. If the number of licenses
and / or data storage volume increases, the monthly charges will increase on a pay-asyou basis. Following an increase of data storage volumes and / or the number of
licenses, these can decrease during the contract term, but InTechnology will always
charge for the initial baseline.

o

The Monthly License Charge is measured in peak number of licenses used per month.

o

The Monthly Archive Storage Charge is based on the actual peak volume of data stored
in the offsite archive storage in each month (this includes the actual archive storage as
well as the index database). InTechnology will charge for the compressed data stored
within the secure data centre and not the transferred data volume.

o

InTechnology reserve the right to audit the usage of the archiving software & associated
licenses to ensure correct charges are applied.

Generic Notes on Charging
o

The service activation charge will be invoiced upon signing the Service Agreement.

o

Service activation charges cover the installation of Services during normal working
hours (9am - 5pm, Mon - Fri). Installations required outside of these hours will be
charged at a hourly rate of £ 75.00 per engineer per hour. Installations requested by
the Customer to be undertaken outside of normal working hours should be agreed in
advance between InTechnology and the Customer and must be accompanied by a
customer specific purchase order or an email of intent.

o

The Monthly Charges will be billed monthly in arrears. The billing period starts as soon
as the Service has been activated and made available for use

o

Important: The initial monthly charge has been based on information provided by the
Customer, in particular an estimate of the volume of data to be replicated, backed up
and / or archived.

o

It is recommended that the Customer maintains their existing backup solution until
Phase 2 installation (as detailed within the MBS Service Definition) is complete and
signed off

o

A man-day for consultancy services is defined as 09.00-17.00. Expenses are included in
the charge unless otherwise agreed.

o

The sizing of the all service components has been based on information provided by
your own employees. Any subsequent configuration changes required for any of the
service components as a result of increased workload, data volumes or managed
servers will result in an amended Monthly Charge.

o

The initial software management charges (where appropriate) is based on information
provided by your own employees. InTechnology will provide appropriate software
licenses to meet this requirement. Addition or removal of customer servers and / or
increasing the number of licenses required will result in an amended monthly license
charge.

Service Exclusions
o

Rebuild of customer hardware or operating system environment.

o

Support for operating systems other than replication, backup & recovery and /or
archiving issues related to the operating system.

o

Support for customer’s network infrastructure.

o

Support for customer’s application software.

